THE   LITTLE   ROCKET
to the few routine questions on the guts of a motor car that the
examiner was wont to ask. Also, I never had any tools.
I frequently had no spare wheel. I drove off into the blue with
an airy nonchalance that I can no longer understand, and I am
amazed when I think how often I got through, how seldom I was
irretrievably stuck.
When The Little Rocket began to hiccough and stagger L'
changed the plugs. If that didn't work I was done. This was the
limit of my mechanical knowledge. After four years, and on the
advice of a friend, I did buy a spanner and a.pump to clear petrol
stoppages; I had thrice been left sitting on a country road through
the sudden failure of the petrol supply.
But The Little Rocket had a chronic complaint that was
beyond me. When I had two or three hundred miles before me
and had already travelled too far to turn back, it would begin to
cough. The needle would waver, the coughing would stop, the
needle would steady up, then the coughing would begin again,
more violently, the needle would go back, the coughing would get
worse, the needle would sink to twenty and fifteen and ten kilo-
metres an hour, and eventually I would labour up to a blacksmith-
mechanic in some remote village and he would look at The Little
Rocket and shake his head, and I always knew what he was going
to say. Ach, die ignition!
A dread word. Pronounce it Ig-nits-ee-yone. My heart always
sank when The Little Rocket had one of its attacks of Ig-nits-ee-
yone. I never could learn what you did about that, and mechanics
who knew how to cure it were rare too. Many of them put it right
for long enough to get me another twenty kilometres, and then it
began again. There was one man, and one only, a marvellous
mechanic in a mean street somewhere in Vienna, who once put it
right for a whole year, when I came back from that nightmare
ride to Budapest that I told about in Insanity Fair, but as soon as I
left Vienna it began again and I never found another man who
could cure it for long.
Yet, somehow, I travelled over large areas of Europe with The
Little Rocket. An extraordinary car. I grew to think of it as a
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